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QUESTION 1

Which elements are in a Design Step? 

A. The description and the expected results 

B. The test requirements, the actions to perform on your application, and the test configuration 

C. The input data, the test requirements, and the test parameters 

D. The test parameters, the test configuration, and the expected results 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

What does HP Sprinter\\'s Storyboard feature do? 

A. Provides a movie editing toolbox for extracting, annotating, and assembling a sequence of screen captures after a
test run 

B. Enhances the test with screen captures of the application under test, taken during the test run 

C. Enables testers to automatically design tests by capturing, annotating, and assembling a sequence of screen
captures of the application under test 

D. Enables testers to view a guiding sequence of annotated screen captures during their test run via the storyboard
sidebar 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

What are solutions for running manual tests? (Select two.) 

A. XRunner 

B. HP LoaclRunner 

C. Manual Runner 

D. HP Sprinter 

E. HP Unified Functional Testing 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 4



You are the QA manager for a company and are working on a new project in the past, end users nave claimed that IT
does not deliver what the users ask for. For this release, you decide the end users will sign off on all of the
requirements. 

Which feature enables the manager of an HP ALM project to define a snapshot of the requirements after users sign
them off? 

A. Baseline 

B. Graph Wizard 

C. Document Generator 

D. Traceability Matrix 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Which test types are supported out-of-the-box? (Select two) 

A. LR-SCENARIO 

B. MANUAL 

C. CAPACITY_TEST 

D. LOAD_TEST 

E. BLACK-BOX TEST 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 6

What should you do to make a new field mandatory when the test status changes to Ready? 

A. Set configuration options for the new field via Customize > Workflow > Script Generator- Test Details Field
Customization. 

B. Modify the code of the appropriate event function in Customize > Workflow > Script Editor. 

C. Set configuration options for the new field via Customize > Project Entities > Test > User Fields. 

D. Create a custom event function in Customize > Project Entities > Test > User Fields. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

What happens if a team member with delete privileges tries to delete a representative requirement? 



A. The deletion fails. The representative requirements are read-only and are therefore protected from deletion 

B. The deletion fails. The representative requirement is automatically made read-only, and an alert is optionally
triggered 

C. The deletion succeeds. The representative requirement is moved to the Obsolete folder 

D. The deletion succeeds. The requirement coverage of the model entity is lost 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8

Which documentation articles show the supported operating systems? (Select two.) 

A. The administrator guide 

B. The Supported Environments page 

C. The installation and upgrade guide 

D. The Product Availability Matrix (PAM) 

E. The user guide 

Correct Answer: AE 

 

QUESTION 9

Whit is the name for a set of development and quality assurance efforts you perform to achieve a common goal that is
based on the release timeline? 

A. Cycle 

B. Test Plan 

C. Test Set 

D. Requirement 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

As the project administrator of a project that is linked to a template project, what can you do? 

A. Roll back project customizations if problems are detected. 

B. Request suspension of template customizations being applied. 

C. Synchronize project customizations with the linked template project on demand. 



D. Run verification prior to synchronization with the template project. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 11

In HP ALM 12.x. which learning aids are supplied with the client install? (Select three) 

A. User documentation 

B. FAQs 

C. Certified partner integration documentation 

D. Tutorials 

E. HP Software online support 

F. HP Solutions Integration Catalog 

Correct Answer: ADE 

 

QUESTION 12

Put the steps for ALI workflow in the correct order. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 
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